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Miscellaneous Series 1919

this book represents the first concordance of juan ruiz s book of good love libro de buen amor
written in the fourteenth century the volume s editors dealing with three slightly different
manuscripts have chosen to meticulously integrate the language from all three editions into one
thorough concordance the result is a significant work that serves as a companion to ruiz s work
that would be vital to any study of medieval spanish linguistics in addition to the usual
material to be found in a concordance this book has the following features the text appears in
diplomatic transcription from the manuscripts for fidelity while the entry list of words has been
partly normalized as for spelling for convenience an extensive list of homographs no omission of
high frequency words frequency list at the end no reproduction of bulky and difficult computer
printout the book has been photocomposed from the tape

Miscellaneous Series ... 1919

the arthurian archives series of texts and editions in translation edited by norris j lacy makes
a start on italian arthurian material with a 14c tristan text this is the first critical edition
with english translation of the prose compilation tristano panciatichiano preserved in a unique
manuscript in the biblioteca nazionale of florence ms panc 33 it is the first time theitalian
text has been published in its entirety in any form assembled by the mid fourteenth century the
manuscript is an original compilation in italian based on several french models the queste del
san graal josephd arimathie the mort artu and notably the roman de tristan en prose while the
edition itself will be of great interest the translation into english is a major opportunity for
arthurians and other medievalists and furnishes important new evidence for the study of arthurian
material in italy apparatus includes a finding list of arthurian manuscripts produced owned or
read by italians a select bibliography and an index of proper names found in the narrative

The Economic Position of the United Kingdom: 1912-1918 1919

il primo libro de madrigali a quatro voci venice 1542

A Concordance to Juan Ruiz Libro de Buen Amor 1977-06-30

originally published dallas southern methodist university press 2005

Italian Literature: Il tristano panciatichiano 2002

rewriting is one of the most crucial but at the same time one of the most elusive concepts of
literary scholarship in order to contribute to a further reassessment of such a notion this
volume investigates a wide range of medieval and early modern literary transformations especially
focusing on texts and contexts of italian and french renaissance literature the first section of
the book rewriting gathers essays which examine medieval and early modern rewritings while also
pointing out the theoretical implications raised by such texts the second part rewritings in
early modern literature collects contributions which account for different practices of rewriting
in the italian and french renaissance for instance by analysing dynamics of repetition and
duplication verbatim reproduction and free reworking textual production and authorial self
fashioning alterity and identity replication and multiplication the volume strives at shedding
light on the complexity of the relationship between early modern and ancient literature perfectly
summed up in the motto written by pietro aretino in a letter to his friend the painter giulio
romano in 1542 essere modernamente antichi e anticamente moderni

Domenico Ferrabosco, Il primo libro de madrigali a quatro voci
(Venice, 1542) 2014-07-16

originally published in 1915 this book contains a reproduction of the section of the codex
traguriensis that contains the famous cena trimalchionis by petronious found in cod leid voss 111
back cover

Documents of the Coronado Expedition, 1539-1542 2012

italian comedians attracted audiences to performances at every level from the magnificent italian
german and french court festival appearances of orlando di lasso or isabella andreini to the
humble street trestle lazzi of anonymous quacks the characters they inspired continue to exercise
a profound cultural influence and an understanding of the commedia dell arte and its visual



record is fundamental for scholars of post 1550 european drama literature art and music the 340
plates presented here are considered in the light of the rise and spread of commedia stock types
and especially harlequin zanni and the actresses intensively researched in public and private
collections in oxford munich florence venice paris and elsewhere they complement the familiar
images of jacques callot and the stockholm recueil fossard within a framework of hundreds of
significant pictures still virtually unknown in this context these range from anonymous popular
prints to pictures by artists such as ambrogio brambilla sebastian vrancx jan bruegel louis de
caulery marten de vos and members of the valckenborch and francken clans this volume essential
for commedia dell arte specialists represents an invaluable reference resource for scholars
students theatre practitioners and artists concerned with commedia related aspects of visual
dramatic and festival culture in and beyond italy

Renaissance Rewritings 2017-09-25

published in 1963 this book about the famous accountant and bookkeeper luca paciolo explores his
extraordinary contribution to the development of the accounting profession paciolo is the first
known writer to publish a work describing the double entry process

Le confessioni 1925

the viola da gamba was a central instrument in european music from the late 15th century well
into the late 18th in this comprehensive study bettina hoffmann offers both an introduction to
the instrument its construction technique and history for the non specialist interweaving this
information with a wealth of original archival scholarship that experts will relish the book
begins with a description of the instrument and here hoffmann grapples with the complexity of
various names applied to this and related instruments following two chapters on the instrument s
construction and ancestry the core of the book is given to a historical and geographical survey
of the instrument from its origins into the classical period the book closes with a look at the
revival of interest in the 19th and 20th centuries

De juribus Mediolanensis Ducatus in flumine Oleo plenissimum
votum Advocati Fiscalis Comitis Don J. J. A. Cattanei 1719

this manual provides a detailed presentation of the various romance languages as they appear in
texts written by jews mostly using the hebrew alphabet it gives a comprehensive overview of the
jews and the romance languages in the middle ages part i as well as after the expulsions part ii
these sections are dedicated to judaeo romance texts and linguistic traditions mainly from italy
northern and southern france french and occitan and the iberian peninsula catalan spanish
portuguese the judaeo spanish varieties of the 20th and 21st centuries are discussed in a
separate section part iii due to the fact that judaeo spanish can be considered an independent
language this section includes detailed descriptions of its phonetics phonology morphology
lexicon and syntax

Extracts from Italian Prose Writers for the use of students in
the London University 1828

raphael s ostrich begins with a little studied aspect of raphael s painting the ostrich which
appears as an attribute of justice painted in the sala di costantino in the vatican una roman d
elia traces the cultural and artistic history of the ostrich from its appearances in ancient
egyptian hieroglyphs to the menageries and grotesque ornaments of sixteenth century italy
following the complex history of shifting interpretations given to the ostrich in scientific
literary religious poetic and satirical texts and images d elia demonstrates the rich variety of
ways in which people made sense of this living monster which was depicted as the embodiment of
heresy stupidity perseverance justice fortune gluttony and other virtues and vices because
raphael was revered as a god of art artists imitated and competed with his ostrich while
religious and cultural critics complained about the potential for misinterpreting such obscure
imagery this book not only considers the history of the ostrich but also explores how raphael s
painting forced viewers to question how meaning is attributed to the natural world a debate of
central importance in early modern europe at a time when the disciplines of modern art history
and natural history were developing the strangeness of raphael s ostrich situated at the
crossroads of art religion myth and natural history both reveals lesser known sides of raphael s
painting and illuminates major cultural shifts in attitudes toward nature and images in the
renaissance more than simply an examination of a single artist or a single subject raphael s
ostrich offers an accessible erudite and charming alternative to vasari s pervasive model of the
history of sixteenth century italian art



Stelle Dispettose 2014-07-24

this substantial volume comprises almost fifty semitic and assyrological studies dedicated to
pelio fronzaroli professor of semitic philology at the university of florence written by
colleagues and pupils

Petronii Codex Traguriensis 1831

includes a later edition of the proceedings of the 1st congress comprenant le sommaire des
travaux de la première peŕiode et les mémoires in extenso de la seconde période

Orlando Innamorato Di Bojardo: Orlando innamorato, canto XXIX of
Book I, cantos I-XIX of Book II 1831

originally published great cruelties have been reported the 1544 investigation of the coronado
expedition richard flint dallas southern methodist university press 2002

Orlando Innamorato Di Bojardo, Orlando Furioso Di Ariosto 1939

numero doppio 160 pagine cm21x29 7 brossura illustrato a colori anno 2015 questo numero speciale
di kermes nell ambito delle celebrazioni per il 350 anniversario della morte di nicolas poussin
1594 1665 esce in concomitanza con la mostra poussin et dieu che il musée du louvre presenta
nella primavera del 2015 omaggio al pittore filosofo il volume si pone quale strumento
scientifico di riferimento che riporta lo stato dell arte a livello internazionale negli studi
tecnici poussiniani e accompagna la mostra come adeguato complemento al catalogo per la
comprensione scientifica delle tematiche la pubblicazione è stata l occasione per attivare un
dibattito internazionale quasi un convegno ideale con sede in kermes a cui hanno aderito con
entusiasmo oltre venti autori proponendo significativi ed estesi studi in una dimostrazione
esemplare d interazione fra ricerche storico artistiche e tecnico scientifiche it is with great
enthusiasm that kermes supported this initiative hosting the studies as though these were part of
a conference ideal in that it never took place physically but very much real in terms of the
international plurality of its contributions presented here thanks to lively exchange of
information across frontiers this publication is the fruit of a perfect and exemplary
collaboration between curators conservators and scientists brought together from all countries
the publication here before us provides a number of answers let us be brave and use the word
definitive to questions which have long been an issue of debate comme l affirme ici même sheila
mctighe toute vision plus large de la pratique de poussin doit dorénavant prendre en compte et
intégrer ces nouvelles données techniques pierre rosenberg de l académie française président
directeur honoraire du musée du louvre this volume of the journal kermes devoted to the
meticulous technical analysis of several works by nicolas poussin reveals the wealth of knowledge
acquired through the implementation of new methods of physico chemical analysis taken together
with the detailed investigation of the handling and materials deployed during the process of
creating the work of art a number of different means have been employed in order to investigate
in the greatest detail the nature of a particular pigment its impurities the effects of the
addition of a medium as well as the effects created by mixtures philippe walter directeur du
laboratoire d archéologie moléculaire et structurale cnrs umr 8820 université pierre et marie
curie indice index speciale nicolas poussin technique practice conservation a cura di helen
glanville claudio seccaroni helen glanville claudio seccaroni nota introduttiva dei curatori
editors introductory note pierre rosenberg du progrès en histoire de l art on developments in the
history of art philippe walter combiner les regards sur les œuvres de nicolas poussin a combined
vision of the works of nicolas poussin sheila mctighe poussin s practice a new plea for poussin
as a painter helen glanville nicolas poussin creation and perception paolo bensi supporti e
preparazioni aspetti delle scelte esecutive di poussin a confronto con le tecniche pittoriche
dell ambiente romano 1620 70 chiara merucci claudio seccaroni qualche osservazione sui baccanali
di putti della galleria nazionale d arte antica in palazzo barberini marcia steele transmitted
light infrared imaging of two paintings by poussin at the cleveland museum of art david piurek
the cleveland museum of art painting conservation transmitted ir photography setup sophia plender
aviva burnstock technical examination and conservation of the triumph of david by nicolas poussin
laurie benson carl villis the crossing of the red sea in the national gallery of victoria
melbourne john twilley nicole myers mary schafer poussin s materials and techniques for the
triumph of bacchus at the nelson atkins museum of art jean cadogan stephen kornhauser patricia
sherwin garland the crucifixion by nicolas poussin in the wadsworth atheneum museum of art
hartford connecticut rikke foulke the holy family with the infant saint john the baptist and
saint elizabeth laurence de viguerie philippe walter helen glanville some preliminary remarks on
nicolas poussin s painting technique in l orage complementary x ray fluorescence and x ray



diffraction study carol woods sawyer discoveries concerning poussin s technique made during the
examination and treatment of achilles among the daughters of lycomedes characteristics of the
canvases used by nicolas poussin bibliographic references abstracts cultura per i beni culturali
csrp the central scientific restoration project workshop moscow i metodi di restauro dei
monumenti architettonici di legno in russia ari il tesoro sottratto di roma supsi studio
comparativo di metodi diagnostici per la valutazione dei distacchi degli intonaci e del loro
trattamento aicrab digital humanities alla biblioteca capitolare di vercelli opd avanzamenti
circa il restauro dell adorazione dei magi di leonardo da vinci mnemosyne riprendere le proposte
di giovani urbani per la cura dei contesti ambientali e condizione per la duratura conservazione
anche delle singole opere d arte ccr la venaria reale campagna di documentazione dello stato di
conservazione dell opera la bella principessa attribuita a leonardo da vinci taccuino ig iic
sostenibilità della conservazione ma oltre le mode la recensione licia vlad borrelli la fucina di
vulcano i metalli nel mondo antico storia tecnologia conservazione giorgio bonsanti giuseppina
perusini simon horsin déon e il restauro in francia alla metà del xix secolo paolo bensi
christoph schölzel gemäldegalerie dresden bewahrung und restaurierung der kunstwerke von den
anfängen der galerie bis 1876 giorgio bonsanti antonio sgamellotti brunetto g brunetti and
costanza miliani edited by science and art the painted surface giorgio bonsanti elena pecchioni
fabio fratini emma cantisani atlante delle malte antiche in sezione sottile al microscopio ottico
atlas of the ancient mortars in thin section under optical microscope deodato tapete maria
beatrice failla susanne adina meyer chiara piva stefania ventra a cura di la cultura del restauro
modelli di ricezione per la museologia e la storia dell arte giorgio bonsanti
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